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Founded in 1974, in the centre of the packaging valley, Modena, Italy, Baumer Srl specialises in manufacturing 
packaging machines for shrink film and wrap-around cartons. The company exports across five continents 
and has over 1500 machines installed worldwide. The Baumer brand is synonymous with integrity and 
reliability in the production of packaging machines, working with Shrink-Wrap and Wrap-Around carton. In 
fact, its Wrap-around machines are among the fastest and most flexible in the market.

UNIDRIVE M700, COMMANDER C300 AND DIGITAX HD 

Overview

• Reduced energy consumption and improved ROI

• Remote assistance via Ethernet 

• Easy to use

• Improved airflow management  

• Drive modularity 

The Challenge

Baumer’s Wrap-Around cartoners are the ideal solution to pack products in a simple and safe way into wrap-around carton, 
high tray, and display cases. The advanced technology and the dedicated systems make these machines suitable for every type 
of product, including rectangular and oval containers. Cartons are erected around the products, resulting in a solid and robust 
protection.

Baumer’s Shrink Wrappers with GreenTech Tunnel™ are versatile and easy to use. Their flexibility makes them suitable for any 
production requirement, including film only, tray+film, and pad+film.

Likewise, the company’s Combi solution includes the special BM-BELT™ system. This system enables a shift within the same 
machine from the wrap-around function to the shrink wrapper function – and vice versa – in just a few moments, automatically. 
Hence, one can easily understand the reason why this innovation has rapidly gained ground with clients. It offers all the typical 
benefits of both earlier machines, however, integrated into a single unit.

Previously Baumer had worked with various drive brands, but none offered the flexibility that distinguishes the Control 
Techniques offer. The company sought an energy-efficient solution to control airflow and temperature in the high-speed 
processes typical in food and beverage packaging production. 

WORK TOGETHER TO IMPROVE AIRFLOW  
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The Solution

Today Baumer relies on a combination of Unidrive M, Digitax HD, and Commander 
C300 to control the airflow and temperature in its packaging machines. Marco 
Stanzani, Marketing Manager Baumer, said, “At first we used Unidrive SP. The 
transition from Unidrive SP to Unidrive M700 ensured the cloning of the parameters, 
but above all, the motion and PLC project. The mechanical compatibility guarantees 
an easy replacement directly in the field without mechanical interventions.”

The introduction of centralised motion control MCe200 has allowed Baumer to offer 
a more up-to-date solution leaving the decentralised system unchanged; this allows 
greater flexibility and guarantees excellent operation.

The Benefit

The relationship with Control Techniques has delivered multiple benefits for Baumer, 
but above all, it makes things easy. The modularity of Unidrive M700 and Digitax HD 
guarantee a comfortable, easy to use and flexible application for its machines.

Furthermore, spare parts are readily available, limiting downtime on production 
lines.

The integration of the new drives has improved the management of airflow inside 
Baumer’s GreenTech Tunnel. They provide independent control of the air flux for each 
lane, ensuring shrink wrap is wrinkle-free and reducing heat waste. 

“The Control Techniques brand 

for us at Baumer is 

synonymous with reliability 

and safety. Thanks to the 

drives, we succeeded in 

reducing energy consumption. 

We improved the ease of 

format changes for our 

customers – automatic 

changeover times are 

completed in a few minutes, 

and the machines 

automatically reconfigure 

themselves making it simple 

for the customer. We have a 

minimal and clean panel design 

thanks to the common DC-bus, 

and to date, support has proved 

to be equal to a real partner. 

Remote assistance via the 

onboard ethernet port is 

beneficial, and the after-service 

team always works hard to find 

a solution to various problems 

quickly.” 

Marco Stanzani

Marketing Manager
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CONTROL TECHNIQUES. 
NO ONE KNOWS DRIVES LIKE WE DO.

Our drive obsessive representatives will drive you in the right 
direction and give you first class support whenever you need it.  
 
For more information, or to find your local drive centre, visit:

www.controltechniques.com 
www.driveobsessed.com

Connect with us
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